Thus by arguments used in previous papers 4 we can assume, for the sake of simplicity (without loss of generality), that ƒ(£) Here p a \\m means that p a \ m and p«+ 1 \m, and the prime denotes that the product is extended over the p^n 11 * 10 , and the double prime denotes that the product is extended over the p>n 1/xl°. First we have to prove some lemmas. LEMMA 
The number N of integers m^n with A(m) ^ n 1 ' 2 is o(n/x*) (we assume that x-» <x> ).
In the product XIm^n-4(w), the prime p occurs as many times as p divides n (and p^n 11 * 10 REMARK. Lemma 3 is not trivial only for large x and n. It will be clear from the proof that the lemma is true with an arbitrary t instead of 3. It will be clear from the proof that it suffices to consider M (x, ri) .
Suppose the lemma is false. Then we clearly can assume that there exist infinite sequences Xi and ni such that
Let ai<a 2 < • • • <akSn% be the integers not greater than m with f {a,j) }£x. For simplicity of notation we replace x% by x and n% by n where there is no danger of confusion. We obtain from Lemmas 1 and 2 that there exist at least n/2x A a's for which
Denote 
Thus for all sufficiently large N
where c is an absolute constant and Xi and k are independent of N.
From (9) 
where c = c(t) is independent of k.
We have
E/*(»)« -E n (i + *.(#)) -Z' [y] n *.(#) n *i(#) -N-E'-^--+O(I)
= d+ 0 (iM n (i+^\ where the dash indicates that d is squarefree and that all prime factors of d are not greater than pk, and the error term 0 (1) depends on k but not on N (the number of terms in ^' is bounded, and the bound depends on k but not on N). The second inequality of (11) follows easily from (1). This proves Lemma 4, and since (11) contradicts (10), Lemma 3 is also proved. Now we can prove Theorem 1. For t = 1 we obtain from (11) Thus to prove (2) (that is, Theorem 1) it will suffice to show that for every e there exists a ko so that for k >ko and all sufficiently large n
where in ]T)i the summation is extended over the m^n for which f(tn) ^t and f hint) St (t fixed), and in X) 2 the summation is extended over the remaining m ^ n. 
for / sufficiently large. We now fix / 0 so that for all />/o, the last inequality of (16) 
T(« + P + 2)
f(« + 0 + 2) where <r a (#) denotes the sum of the ath power of the divisors of n.
Ingham 8 proved this conjecture; he also found analogous asymptotic formulas for ]CLi<r«Mcr a O'+fc), XXi<K*')<K*'+fe),
We are going to generalize these results. First we prove the following theorem. Since the product for A converges our proof will be complete if we show that for sufficiently large k
We suppress the proof of (18) since it is almost identical with that of (14) the prime means that the summation is extended over all partitions of n into v summands. The value of C is given by a complicated expression. By the method we used in proving Theorem 2 we can prove the following theorem. 2. The method. The method that is employed here is an adaptation of a method used by Lindelof [2] in the problem of representation of a function defined by a series.
Let f(z) be regular in a region D of the complex plane. Suppose that there exists a linear transformation t = h(z) which maps the region of regularity into a region which includes the unit circle of the /-plane in its interior. Let z -git) be the inverse of this transformation. Then F(t) -f(g(t) ) is regular in this region in the /-plane. For this note it is convenient to suppose that 2 = 0 corresponds to / = 0 in the mapping. We may expand g(t) in a Taylor series about / = 0 and obtain Received by the editors August 2, 1946. 1 See, Mandelbrojt [3] . Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
